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STRATEGIC GAME THEORY FOR MANAGERS
Problem Set 3
Note: Make any economic assumptions you think necessary, but make
them explicitly. You may talk to fellow students about this, but do not
copy others’ work.
1. Game theory plays a very important role in business strategy
(20) when the payoff to an action is often contingent on the actions of
rival firms, and threats (credible and otherwise) are often
employed. One of the important strategies open to a firm is the
lawsuit. Read the newspaper clipping at the back and then
answer the questions.
a.

What are the strategies referred to in the article?

b.

What
were
Borland
International’s
and
Lotus
Development Corporation’s strategies contingent on (i.e.,
the occurrence of what, if anything, did they depend on)?
Explain in detail.

c.

What was Borland trying
declamatory judgement?

d.

Does the ruling in favour of Lotus Development Corp. in
the Paperback Software case place it in a position to make
credible threats? What can it threaten? Relate your
answer to entry into the electronic spreadsheet industry.

e.

In this situation, Borland was faced with the decision
whether or not to file suit as soon as Lotus won against
Paperback Software. That decision depended not only on
the probability and payoff of winning the suit, but on
whether Lotus would sue Borland if Borland didn’t sue
first.

to

accomplish

with

its

We don’t know whether Borland did sue first, but your
research assistant has prepared a game tree (See at the
back). It shows the hypothetical payoffs (in millions) to
different courses of action and hypothetical probabilities of
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Borland’s winning or losing the suit. Borland wants to
know what to do. What is your recommendation based on
the game tree? Explain.
2.
(6)

A reviewer of Peter Robinson’s memoir of becoming an MBA
(Snapshots from Hell: The Making of an MBA, NY: Warner, 1995)
writes:
Mr Robinson pretty much concludes that business schools are a
sifting device—M.B.A. degrees are union cards for yuppies. But
perhaps the most important fact about the Stanford business
school is that all meaningful sifting occurs before the first class
begins. No messy weeding is done within the walls. “They don’t
want you to flunk. They want you to become a rich alum who’ll
give a lot of money to the school.” But one wonders: If
corporations are abdicating to the Stanford admissions office the
responsibility for selecting young managers, why don’t they
simply replace their personnel departments with Stanford
admissions officers, and eliminate the spurious education? Does
the very fact of throwing away a lot of money and two years of
one’s life demonstrate a commitment to business that employers
find appealing?

What answer to this question can you give based on our analysis
of strategies in situations of asymmetric information?
3. ABC Corp. wants to form an alliance with the foreign firm,
(16) Zephyr. Zephyr has an alternative to this alliance, which both
believe will reap Zephyr a certain $10 m per year, but without
the alliance ABC earns nothing.
After Zephyr agrees to sign the contract (if it does), ABC can
decide whether to target rich customers or poor customers, but
Zephyr has no influence on this decision, and cannot alter it once
ABC has decided. The contract cannot bind ABC to one strategy.
There is some uncertainty over the economy’s path:
consensus is that the economy has a 25% chance of shrinking, in
which case targetting the rich would return zero dollars to
Zephyr, but targetting the poor would return $8 m. If the
economy grows (a chance of 75%), then Zephyr earns $20 m from
targetting the rich, but only $4 m from targetting the poor.
Perhaps because of political issues, ABC sees things
differently: when the economy is growing, they would prefer to
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target the poor (18 units of utility), and when the economy is
shrinking to target the rich (36 units of utility). But when the
rich are targetted while the economy is growing, ABC’s utility is
12, while it’s 6 when the poor are targetted while the economy is
shrinking. The two players’ payoffs are common knowledge.
1. Plot the game tree and state the expected payoffs if
neither firm can tell whether the economy will grow or
shrink until after the market target has been chosen by
ABC. What will Zephyr choose to do? What will ABC
choose to do? Explain whether this makes sense.
2. Plot the game tree and state the expected payoffs if ABC
knows with certainty whether or not the economy will
grow before it chooses its marketing target, while Zephyr
remains ignorant (and realises it). What will ABC choose?
What will Zephyr choose? Explain.
4. A firm’s maintenance division regularly does work for the rest of
(6)
the company. On these jobs, its cost estimates are generally
right: sometimes a little high, sometimes a little low, but correct
on average. When the work inside the company is slack, under a
policy to earn returns from idle company assets, the division
(sealed) bids competitively for outside jobs (where the lowest bid
is usually the winner). “Those outside jobs are different,” says
Beatrice, the head of the division. “They almost always end up
costing more than we estimate. I’m puzzled.”
Assuming that Big Bea’s team’s estimating skills do not differ
between jobs, what can explain the difference?

